Tears Will Fall Freely Now
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Late at night, in the dark, in the silence I hear,
Ear ly morn, news arives, my two girls turn and ask:
Eve ning falls, time for bed, "One more chapter please Daddy but
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voices cry out, they ask: "How many times, must we keep on repeating the
tell us the world is safe. No one will die. We're not sure what happened to

past? All over and over again without end." Can't you
much? Please tell us, please tell us, please
tell us why?" But can
day. It scares us, it scares us, we just can't sleep. But we

hear the children say? "When will it end? Will we end, endless war some-
I even try to explain, how injustice reigns, and of lives lived in hunger and
can, if you lie here to night, close by our side, and tell us every thing is all
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Tears will fall freely now, let them rain down. Wash the fear and revenge from our hearts. Only then will we realize, this is not war, and more killing won't even the score.
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